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Lessons in LEAN
L-M Equipment Co. LTD

What do Toyota, Ford, Harley Davidson, John Deere and Caterpillar have
in common? Sure, they all make things you can drive, but they all have also
embraced Lean Process Improvement as the driving force of success in their
respective companies.
Lean- aka “The Toyota Production System”, continues to gain momentum across
the US in industries from Manufacturing to Healthcare. Even the Construction &
LBM industry is realizing the substantial benefits Lean Process Improvement has
to offer.
So, how can lean process improve your organization?

Portable Yard Saw

Lean is simple...educate your workforce on how to identify waste and empower
them to eliminate waste when they see it. That is a gross oversimplification, but it
really can be that simple.

The L-M Portable Yard Saws are
the most popular portable saws
manufactured in North America, with
well over 300 machines in operation
world wide.

In his book, 2 Second Lean, Author Paul Akers gives us a road map on how to
build a Lean Culture within your company.
Since I first read this book in April of 2015, I have given out over 200 copies to
customers and friends that I felt could transform their companies with the ideas
Paul shared in his book.
I was so impressed by what I read, that I changed our company motto from
“Building profits through increased Safety and Efficiency” to “Building Profits
through Safety, Efficiency and Engagement.” Paul helped me realize that
Employee Engagement is the missing piece of the Profit and Productivity Puzzle.
Imagine if every one of your employees showed up each morning with the
commitment of an owner. Owning their piece of the work they perform for your
company. It would be a whole new world.
If this Lean journey sounds like a trip you would like to take, I invite you to send
us an email or give me a call. We are on a mission to improve our industry 1 yard
at a time. We look forward to hearing from you.
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